
 How was business in 2021 compared 
to other years?

"In 2020 we experienced the highs of the Real Estate Market
and Collateral.  In 2021 we witnessed stabilization of working
capital and small business loans especially in the second half
of the year.  One amazing thing we’ve seen is many Americans
leave their corporate jobs and making their side gigs their
primary business.  This has helped almost flood the business
finance market with newer growing companies in need of
working capital.  We are looking forward to this new
movement as a springboard and hope for 2022!"

2021: 
Back to business 

A YEAR IN REVIEW



 Highlights of 2021
In 2021 FinServe has locked down the
recommended funders and lenders in the
MCA space, adding top B-C paper Funder
Fundfi Merchant Funding, great 1st and 2nd
Position options from TVT Capital along
with Canna business Resources who
provides business loans and advances in the
Cannabis business vertical.  

Fundamental Capital has come on strong!  
if there was ever any doubt that they were
the top consolidation funder in the
country, there isn't anymore!  Fundamental
capital has had more growth in a single
year than any other funder in the finserve
marketplace. 
. 
we've added Green Flag Credit which provides a Credit Routing program
including a syndication platform for brokers interested in funding their
equipment lease deals with the top leasing companies in the industry.  

Torro continues with success through it’s first full year in the FinServe
MarketPlace.  Torro has funded deals consistently for the Broker Network
members every week since becoming recommended in the FinServe
MarketPlace. 

United Capital and Meritus Capital are great resources for AR Funding and
Factoring. United Capital Funding is owned by an FDIC insured bank with all
of the financial backing and resources to provide your AR clients with funding
up to 2 million. Meritus Capital can provide funding throughout North
America including Canada with flexible and reliable funding options for your
clients. 

Finance Factory has come in over 11 years strong for the finserve marketplace.
For referral partners looking for options for their start up customers,
finance factory offers the top finance team to provide the best funding terms
and opportunities for startups!  

A YEAR IN REVIEW



FinServe goals include the implementation of technology and
resources that will provide business finance professionals
with greater security doing business in the industry. 
 FinServe’s mission has always been to protect business
finance professionals and their clients by vetting and
qualifying lenders for recommendation to the Broker
Network 1.0 members.  

Finserve MarketPlace will Lead, not only the Asset based and
unsecured funding marketplace but in addition will add
recommended credit routers to ease the ability for finance
professionals to select lenders through total automation. 
 Never wonder Again what Deal is best for your client!
Broker Network 2.0 is coming in 2022 and will be an
amazing game changer, a disruptor for the industry!  Stay
tuned…

Goals for 2022


